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ABSTRACT 18 

Different models have been used in science and practice to identify instream large wood 19 

(LW) sources and to estimate LW supply to rivers. This contribution reviews the existing models 20 

proposed in the last 35 years and compares two of the most recent GIS-based models by applying 21 

them to 40 catchments in Switzerland. Both models, which we call here empirical GIS approach 22 

(EGA) and Fuzzy-Logic GIS approach (FGA), consider landslides, debris flows, bank erosion, 23 

and mobilization of instream wood as recruitment processes and compute volumetric estimates 24 

of LW supply based on three different scenarios of process frequency and magnitude. Despite 25 

being developed following similar concepts and fed with similar input data, the results from the 26 

two models differ markedly. In general, estimated supply wood volumes were larger in each of 27 

the scenarios when computed with the FGA and lower with the EGA models. Landslides were 28 

the dominant process identified by the EGA, whereas bank erosion was the predominant process 29 

according to the FGA model. These differences are discussed, and results are compared to 30 

available observations coming from a unique database. Regardless of the limitations of these 31 

models, they are useful tools for hazard assessment, the design of infrastructure, and other 32 

management strategies. 33 

 34 

KEYWORDS: large wood, GIS, modelling, landslide, bank erosion, debris flow, natural 35 

hazards 36 
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1 INTRODUCTION 38 

The influence of wood in watercourses is manifold. On the one hand, there are various 39 

ecological benefits of large wood (LW), as it provides habitats and a food source for many organic 40 

organisms, thus promoting rich biodiversity (Harmon et al., 2004; Steel et al., 2003; Wondzell 41 

and Bisson, 2003). LW also affects stream hydraulics by altering the channel morphology and 42 

sediment control (Montgomery and Piégay, 2003; Wohl and Scott, 2016). On the other hand, large 43 

quantities of LW may be mobilized during infrequent, high-magnitude floods and may induce 44 

potential hazards for human settlements and infrastructure (Lucía et al., 2015c; Lucía et al., 2018; 45 

Rickli et al., 2018; Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2013; Steeb et al., 2017b). Consequently, river 46 

managers are challenged to maintain a good ecological status of rivers while minimizing potential 47 

hazards. 48 

From a flood protection perspective, the main problem regarding LW in streams is wood 49 

accumulation at bridges, and weirs, which reduces or even clogs the entire river cross section and 50 

leads to backwater rise and consequent inundation (Comiti et al., 2016; Lassettre and Kondolf, 51 

2012; Piégay et al., 1999; Rickenmann et al., 2016). The associated damage potential of LW may 52 

depend, among other variables, on the volume of transported LW (Mazzorana et al., 2018). Large 53 

wood transport is governed by the flow conditions, river morphology (Ruiz‐Villanueva et al., 54 

2020), the size and shape of individual wood pieces (i.e., large logs or rootwads are more prone 55 

to clogging; Bezzola et al., 2002), the mode wood is being transported (i.e., if logs are transported 56 

congested or not; Braudrick et al., 1997; Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2019) and the availability or 57 

supply of wood. Wood supply occurs by numerous geomorphic processes including bank erosion, 58 

channel migration, mass wasting (e.g., landslides, debris flows) and natural tree mortality and fall 59 

(Benda and Sias, 2003). These processes can be highly variable, both on temporal and spatial 60 

scales (Gasser et al., 2019).  61 

Despite numerous existing approaches and efforts (see following section), the quantitative 62 

estimation of LW supply volume and the definition of contributing source areas based on different 63 

recruitment processes remain very challenging. The estimation of exported wood involves many 64 
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uncertainties that are difficult to quantify, because LW transport happens at the end of a long 65 

process cascade, usually starting with precipitation as a trigger, followed by a flood formation 66 

and the occurrence of recruitment processes as wood suppliers, and the increased discharge as a 67 

transport medium. In addition, any type of model developed to estimate and quantify wood supply 68 

should be validated with field observations, data that is very scarce (Comiti et al., 2016; Nakamura 69 

et al.., 2017; Wohl et al., 2019; Gurnell & Bertoldi, 2020). 70 

This work reviews the state-of-the-art in wood supply modelling and presents a comparison 71 

of two recent GIS-based approaches that were developed in the context of an applied research 72 

project funded by the Swiss Federal Office for the Environment. First, the literature review 73 

provides an updated compilation of published approaches to model recruitment processes to 74 

quantify LW supply, classifying the approaches by model type and summarizing their main 75 

characteristics, such as processes considered, and their temporal and spatial scales. We then focus 76 

on two GIS-based models that were developed based on a similar general concept, used similar 77 

input data, and were applied to the same study sites. The models were validated with a unique 78 

observation dataset of supplied wood during single events in a large number of catchments in 79 

Switzerland (Steeb, 2018; Steeb et al., 2019a). Despite their similarities, the models differ in some 80 

respects and result in somewhat different outcomes. These differences are used to stress the 81 

limitations and strengths of the two models, to compare them with other recent approaches 82 

included in the literature review and to discuss uncertainties and challenges related to the 83 

modelling of LW supply. In addition, we also consider implications for flood hazard assessment 84 

and river management. 85 

  86 
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2 LARGE WOOD SUPPLY MODELS: A REVIEW 87 

Over the last decades, different approaches have been developed to quantify LW supply at 88 

both, reach and catchment scales. Gregory et al. (2003) provided a summary of the first attempts 89 

to simulate wood supply, i.e., mostly mathematical models developed from conceptual 90 

descriptions of selected wood recruitment processes. Later, Gasser et al. (2019) reviewed recent 91 

approaches and evaluated whether the stabilizing effect of vegetation on total LW supply was 92 

considered or not. In this work, we compile and expand these previous overviews to provide an 93 

updated review of published approaches to model recruitment processes and to quantify LW 94 

supply (Table 1; numbering therein used for reference in this section). We classify the approaches 95 

by model category (i.e., empirical, deterministic, stochastic, or GIS-based) and summarize their 96 

main characteristics (i.e., processes considered, spatial and temporal scales, inputs and outputs, 97 

and whether they were validated with field observations or not). The evolution of these models 98 

illustrates and contributes to the scientific understanding of the complex processes involved in 99 

wood supply to rivers. Some of the earliest approaches, e.g., [1], [21], [22], were designed to 100 

simulate long-term delivery of wood to river reaches from adjacent riparian forest by tree 101 

mortality, windthrow or bank erosion. Subsequent models attempted to describe these input 102 

processes over larger portions of river networks [3], [4], [6], [23], [24], but maintained a long-103 

term perspective. Few studies included other processes, such as channel avulsion [4], [22]. These 104 

earlier models were developed in the US, most of them in the Pacific Northwest and a few in the 105 

Southeast [4] or the Rocky Mountains [23]. Later, researchers started to apply and develop models 106 

elsewhere, e.g., in New Zealand [24]. 107 

Martin and Benda (2001) and Benda and Sias (2003) [16] were pioneers in considering mass 108 

movements (i.e., landslides and debris flows) as wood recruitment processes, and they established 109 

the first conceptual framework for LW budgeting. This approach has been further applied in US 110 

mountain rivers [8], [20] before it has been adapted to shorter timescales for mountain rivers in 111 

Italy and Switzerland [14], [29]. Focusing on shorter time windows and on episodic disturbances 112 

(e.g., floods) aggregated at the catchment scale, researchers proposed empirical equations based 113 
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on field observations of exported wood and catchment characteristics [28], [29]. As most of the 114 

data used to derive such empirical formulas originated from steep headwater streams and 115 

mountain rivers in Switzerland, Austria, and Japan, application to larger catchments is associated 116 

with considerable uncertainty.  117 

The rapid proliferation of remote sensing and the advances in computing sciences and 118 

geographic information systems (GIS; Bishop and Giardino, 2022) resulted in the development 119 

of another group of models (i.e., geospatial models). These GIS-based models allow a spatially 120 

explicit assessment of different LW recruitment processes, the identification of source areas and 121 

the estimation of LW volumes, expanding the analysis to larger areas, covering multiple (sub-122 

)catchments. Rimböck (2001) [5] developed a GIS-based model to identify potential recruitment 123 

areas of LW in mountain streams, resulting from bank erosion, landslides and windthrow. In this 124 

approach, he used wood volume reduction factors to distinguish between the potential LW volume 125 

(i.e., maximum volume that could potentially be supplied) and the estimated wood volume 126 

exported or supplied during exceptional floods. Mazzorana et al. (2009) [10] developed a 127 

procedure to determine the relative propensity of mountain streams in Bolzano Province (Italy) 128 

to supply wood due to floods, debris flows in tributaries, bank erosion and shallow landslides, 129 

based on empirical indicators. Kasprak et al. (2012) [18] used light detection and ranging 130 

(LiDAR) data to estimate tree height and recruitable tree abundance throughout a watershed in 131 

US Coastal Maine, and to determine the likelihood for the stream to recruit channel‐spanning 132 

trees at the reach scale and assess whether mass wasting or channel migration was a dominant 133 

supply mechanism. Ruiz-Villanueva et al. (2014c) [12] estimated potential LW volumes recruited 134 

from landslides, bank erosion and fluvial transport during floods in the Central Mountain Range 135 

in Spain. The authors applied a GIS model including multi-criteria and multi-objective 136 

assessments using fuzzy logic principles together with reduction factors for predefined scenarios. 137 

The method included the analysis of the hillslope-channel network connectivity and the resistance 138 

of the vegetation to be eroded. This approach was recently adapted and applied to mountain 139 

catchments in Switzerland, considering debris flows as supply processes as well [13], and it has 140 
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been further used in the present study. Also applied in Swiss mountain catchments, Steeb et al. 141 

(2017a, 2019b) [11] proposed a GIS approach to model source areas of LW and to estimate 142 

potential supply and exported wood volumes based on reduction factors derived from an extensive 143 

empirical database of flood events with LW occurrence (Steeb, 2018; Steeb et al., 2019a, 2022). 144 

In Switzerland and other countries around the Alps, some private engineering companies and 145 

consultants, specialized on natural hazards, developed their own GIS-based models to estimate 146 

the potential LW supply from different recruitment processes (e.g., von Glutz, 2011; Hunziker, 147 

2017).  148 

However, one important aspect of the above-mentioned GIS-based models [10], [5], [12], 149 

[11] is that they do not attempt to simulate the actual recruitment processes (e.g., landslides, debris 150 

flows, bank erosion), but they used available information on areas susceptible to recruitment 151 

processes (e.g., from hazard maps, although these are usually derived from previous modelling 152 

studies) or expert-based buffers. An intermediate approach was proposed by Rigon et al. (2012) 153 

[19], who applied a geostatistical bivariate analysis (weight of evidence method; Bonham-Carter 154 

et al., 1990) to identify unstable areas based on weighting factors. Lucía et al. (2015a) [14] 155 

estimated potential LW recruitment in a mountain basin in Italy modelling shallow landslides 156 

with a hillslope stability model (Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994) coupled to a connectivity index 157 

(Cavalli et al., 2013). The approach was further developed by Franceschi et al. (2019) [15] who 158 

used detailed forest information based on a single tree extraction from LiDAR data and combined 159 

it with a 1D hydraulic model to evaluate channel widening and LW downstream propagation. 160 

Cislaghi et al. (2018) [27] proposed one of the first physically-based stochastic models to simulate 161 

shallow landslides combined with the forest stand characteristics to estimate LW recruitment from 162 

hillslopes. Similarly, Gasser et al. (2018, 2020) [26] proposed two frameworks to model shallow 163 

landslides, and geotechnical and hydraulic bank erosion applying two physically-based stochastic 164 

models together with a tree detection algorithm (Dorren, 2017) to estimate LW supply. Zischg et 165 

al. (2018) [9] presented a LW recruitment model coupled to a 2D hydrodynamic model to estimate 166 

LW recruitment from bank erosion in the flood influence zone of the river. In this approach, wood 167 
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volumes were also estimated based on a single tree detection algorithm applied to a normalized 168 

digital surface model.  169 

 170 

Table 1: Comparison of published wood supply models. Highlighted in bold: models used for 171 

comparison in this work, EGA and FGA. 172 

Spatial 
scale Reference Country Model name Processes considered Temporal 

scale Main input variables Output 

Deterministic models 

St
re

am
 re

ac
h 

[1] Rainville et 
al., 1986 

USA 
(Pacific 

Northwest) 
Not specified Tree fall 

between 25 
and 300 years 
(time steps of 

10 years) 

Not specified Number of 
wood pieces 

[2] Murphy and 
Koski, 1989 SE Alaska Not specified Tree fall and bank erosion 

250 years 
(time steps 1 

year) 

Survey measurements; 
channel width, wood 
diameter, forest stand 

Number of 
wood pieces 

[3] Beechie et 
al., 2000 
(based on 

Kennard et al., 
1999) 

USA (WA) Riparian-in-a-
Box 

Natural tree mortality, 
windthrow, bank erosion 

150 years 
(time steps 10 

years) 

Tree species, diameter, 
height, and crown ratio 

in stands; site/reach 
geometry 

Number of 
wood pieces 

and LW 
volume 

[4] Downs and 
Simon, 2001 

(based on earlier 
models of 

Simon, 1989 
and Hupp and 
Simon, 1991) 

USA (MS) Simon channel 
evolution model 

Bank erosion and channel 
avulsion 

time steps of 
10 years 

Channel morphology 
surveys, rates of 

knickpoint migration, 
quantitative charac-
teristics of riparian 

vegetation 

Number of 
wood pieces 

and LW 
volume 

[5] Rimböck, 
2001 

Germany 
(Bavarian 

Alps) 

Luftbildbasierte 
Abschätzung des 
Schwemmholzpot

enzials LASP 
(aerial photo-

based estimation 
of wood potential 

volume) 

Bank erosion, mass 
failures (i.e., landslides), 
windthrow, avalanches 

Event DTM, stand density LW potential 
volume 

[6] Welty et al., 
2002 

(same as 
Kennard et al., 

1999 and 
Beechie et al., 

2000) 

USA 
(Pacific 

Northwest) 

Riparian aquatic 
interaction 

simulator RAIS 

Natural tree mortality, 
windthrow, bank erosion, 

mass failures 

240 years 
(time steps 10 

years) 

Various variables 
describing forest stand, 

stream width, initial 
LW, conifer/hardwood 

depletion rate, zone 
widths, windthrow rate, 
fall direction bias, LW 

placement option 

Number of 
wood pieces 

and LW 
volume 

[7] Benda et al., 
2016 (sensu 

Benda and Sias 
2003) 

USA (OR) 
Reach Scale 
Wood Model 

(RSWM) 

Tree fall by natural 
mortality 

100 years (5-
year time 

steps) 

Stand density, mortality 
rate, tree height & 

diameter, slope, stream 
width 

Number of 
wood pieces 

and LW 
volume 

[8] Hassan et 
al., 2016 

(budget concept 
used in Benda 
and Sias 2003) 

Canada 
(BC) Not specified Tree mortality, bank 

erosion, mass failures 
100 years 

period 

High field data re-
quirements, most can be 
obtained from air photo 
measurements, forest 
inventory data, and/or 

regional values 

LW volume 
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[9] Zischg et al., 
2018 

Switzerlan
d 

LWDsimR 
(coupled with 

Basement-ETH) 
Bank erosion Event DEM, hydrograph, 

forest stand LW volume 

C
at

ch
m

en
t 

[10] Mazzorana 
et al., 2009 

Italy (Au-
tonomous 

Province of 
Bolzano) 

Not specified Bank erosion, mass 
failures, and debris flows Event 

DTM, hazard index map 
(debris flow, overbank 

sedimentation), land use 
map, stand map, torrent 

network map 

Hazard index 
maps 

classifying 
torrent 

catchments 
according to 
a propensity 

to entrain 
and deliver 

LW 

[11] Steeb et 
al., 2017a, 

2019b 

Switzerlan
d (Alps) 

Empirical GIS 
Approach 

(EGA) 

Bank erosion, mass 
failures, debris flows Event 

SilvaProtect-CH data, 
stream network, 
catchment area, 

ecomorphology data, 
stand data (NFI) 

Number of 
wood pieces 

and LW 
volume 

[12] Ruiz-
Villanueva et 

al., 2014c 
Spain Not specified 

Fluvial transport, bank 
erosion and mass failures 

(i.e., landslides) 
Event 

DEM, topography, 
natural hazards maps, 

geomorphological units, 
forest density, tree 
species, height & 

diameter 

Number of 
wood pieces 

and LW 
volume 

[13] Ruiz-
Villanueva and 

Stoffel, 2018 

Switzerlan
d  

Fuzzy-logic GIS 
Approach 

(FGA) 

Bank erosion, mass 
failures, debris flows Event 

SilvaProtect-CH data, 
stream network, 

catchment area, DEM, 
ecomorphology data, 

stand data (NFI) 

LW volume 

[14] Lucía et al., 
2015a 

Italy 
(North-
western 

Apennines) 

Not specified Bank erosion, mass 
failures Event DTM, DSM (digital 

surface model) LW volume 

[15] Franceschi 
et al., 2019 

(based on the 
model 

developed by 
Lucía et al. 

2015) 

Italy 
(South 
Tyrol) 

Not specified Bank erosion, mass 
failures Event 

DTM, 
geomorphological map, 
precipitation, discharge 

LW volume 

B
ot

h 
st

re
am

 re
ac

h 
an

d 
ca

tc
hm

en
t [16] Benda and 

Sias, 2003 

USA 
(Pacific 

Northwest) 
Not specified 

Episodic tree mortality 
(e.g., fire, wind), bank 
erosion, mass failures, 

and debris flows 

800-1800 
years (time 

steps 10 
years) 

Stand density, tree 
height, channel width, 

recruitment area & rates 

Number of 
wood pieces 

and LW 
volume 

[17] Benda et 
al., 2007 USA NetMap 

Hillslope erosion, 
sediment, and wood 

supply 
Not specified 

Base terrain parameters 
including DEM and 

climate data 

LW 
accumulatio

n type 
[18] Kasprak et 

al., 2012 USA (ME) Not specified Bank erosion, mass 
failures, and debris flows 

100 years 
period 

Stand data, LiDAR 
DEM 

Number of 
wood pieces 

[19] Rigon et 
al., 2012 

Italy 
(Eastern 

Alps) 
Not specified Mass failures (i.e., 

landslides) Event 
Landslide and debris 
flow inventory data, 

stand data, DEM 
LW volume 

[20] Benda and 
Bigelow, 2014 
(same model as 
Benda and Sias, 

2003) 

USA (CA) Not specified 

Tree mortality, bank 
erosion, mass failures, 
debris flows and snow 

avalanches 

100 years 
period Survey measurements 

wood 
recruitment, 
storage and 

transport 

Stochastic models 

St
re

am
 re

ac
h 

[21] Van Sickle 
and Gregory, 

1990 
USA (OR) Not specified Tree fall time steps of 

10 years 

Riparian stand density, 
tree height, stream 

length 

Number of 
wood pieces 
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[22] Malanson 
and Kupfer, 

1993 
USA FORFLO model Tree fall 

500 years 
(time steps 1 

year) 

Tree species, tree 
height, diameter, water 

level 
Biomass 

[23] Bragg, 
2000 

USA 
(Inter-

mountain 
West) 

CWD model 
(1.2) 

Episodic tree mortality 
(spruce beetle outbreak, 
moderately intense fire, 

and clear-cut) 

300 years 
(time steps 10 

years) 

Stand density, species, 
tree height & diameter 

Number of 
wood pieces 

and LW 
volume 

[24] Meleason 
et al., 2003 

USA 
(Pacific 

Northwest) 
Streamwood Tree fall by natural 

mortality 

500 years 
(time steps 10 

years) 

List of trees that died in 
a year (wood model 
input = forest model 

output) 

Number of 
wood pieces 

and LW 
volume 

[25] Eaton et 
al., 2012 

British 
Columbia 

The reach-scale 
channel 

simulator 
(RSCS) was 

Tree fall by natural 
mortality 

One-year time 
step 

Tree height, tree 
diameter, tree fall 
orientation, forest 
density, chronic 

mortality, decay and 
breakage 

Wood load 
(m3·m-2) and 

jam 
formation 

[26] Gasser et 
al., 2018 and 

2020 

Switzerlan
d 

SlideforMAP, 
BankforMAP, 

FINT 

Bank erosion, mass 
failures Event 

DTM, DSM, 
precipitation maps, soil 

map, vegetation 
efficiency (erosion 

prevention) 

LW volume 

C
at

ch
m

en
t 

[27] Cislaghi et 
al., 2018 

Italy 
(Eastern 

Alps) 

Probabilistic 
PRIMULA 
model and a 

hillslope-channel 
transfer mode 

Mass failures (i.e., 
landslides) Event 

DEM, geological map, 
rainfall, forest stand 

characteristics 
LW volume 

Empirical models 

C
at

ch
m

en
t 

[28] 
Rickenmann, 

1997 

Switzerlan
d, Japan, 

USA 
Not specified 

Wood export, 
(recruitment process not 

specified) 
Event 

Catchment area, 
forested catchment area, 
stream length, forested 

stream length, peak 
flow, flood runoff, and 

bedload volume 

LW potential 
(instream 
wood), 

estimated 
LW supply 

volumes 
[29] Steeb et al., 

2017b; Steeb, 
2018 (updated 

from 
Rickenmann, 

1997) 

Switzerlan
d, Italy, 
France, 

Germany 
Japan 

Not specified 

Wood export, 
(recruitment process not 

specified) 
Event 

Catchment 
characteristics, flood 
event characteristics 

LW volume 

  173 
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3 GEOSPATIAL MODELLING OF LARGE WOOD SUPPLY IN 174 

SWISS MOUNTAIN CATCHMENTS 175 

3.1 General concept 176 

In this contribution, two LW models were compared; the empirical GIS approach (EGA) 177 

by Steeb et al. (2017a, 2019b) and the Fuzzy-Logic GIS approach (FGA) by Ruiz-Villanueva and 178 

Stoffel (2018) which is a variation of the model presented by Ruiz-Villanueva et al. (2014c). Both, 179 

the EGA and FGA are based on a similar general concept (Figure 1) and fed with similar input 180 

data and defined equivalent scenarios (see following subsections) to make comparison possible. 181 

Both models were developed in the context of WoodFlow, a Swiss research program aimed at 182 

creating knowledge and methods to analyse instream wood dynamics, with particular attention to 183 

watercourses in the Alpine region (FOEN, 2019). 184 

 185 

Figure 1: Conceptual model of the empirical GIS approach (EGA) and the Fuzzy-Logic GIS 186 
approach (FGA). Vpot = potential wood supply [m3]; Vest = estimated supplied wood [m3]; 187 
i = recruitment process [-]; R = recruitment area [ha]; W = forest density or instream wood load 188 
[m3 ha-1]; f =   volume reduction factor [-]. Three different scenarios were defined (see section 3.5): 189 
medium scenario (medium-to-high frequency and intermediate magnitude), large scenario (relatively 190 
low frequency and medium-to-high magnitude), and very large scenario (very low frequency and 191 
very high magnitude). 192 

 193 
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The general concepts and main steps of the GIS-based approaches were to (i) identify the 194 

recruitment areas on the hillslopes and along the stream network that may contribute woody 195 

material to streams, such as areas affected by landslides, debris flows and bank erosion; (ii) create 196 

three different scenarios based on the process frequency and magnitude; and to (iii) provide 197 

estimates of potential LW supply Vpot (i.e., worst case scenarios) and supplied wood volumes for 198 

each scenario Vest. The methods aim at estimating supply wood volumes at the catchment scale 199 

and do not include the analysis of wood transfer (i.e., transport and deposition) through the stream 200 

network. 201 

Potential large wood supply Vpot was calculated by intersection of the modelled recruitment 202 

areas with forest cover. During a flood, however, only a part of the LW potential is actually 203 

recruited and exported out of the catchment. Therefore, empirically derived volume reduction 204 

factors (EGA) or fuzzy logic principles (FGA) were applied to best estimate actual supplied LW 205 

volumes Vest. Modelling results were validated by comparison with available empirical data 206 

documented after flood events in Switzerland (Steeb et al., 2021, 2022). This dataset documents 207 

recruited and transported quantities of large wood together with the associated catchment and 208 

flood-specific parameters, including the associated recruitment processes (Table S1 in 209 

supplementary material).  210 

 211 

3.2 Input data 212 

3.2.1 Catchment areas and stream network 213 

The topographical catchment areas (feature polygons), which define the perimeters of 214 

investigation, were available from the geodataset “topographical catchments of Swiss 215 

waterbodies” (FOEN, 2015). The stream network of Switzerland at a scale of 1:25,000 216 

(swissTLM3D, © 2016 swisstopo [DV033594]) was pre-processed by adding information on 217 

channel width as derived from a Swiss-wide ecomorphological dataset (Ökomorphologie 218 

Stufe F ©FOEN; Zeh Weissmann et al., 2009). Based on this dataset, the channel width was 219 
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known for 42 % (25,800 km) of the total Swiss streams’ length. For the remaining 58 %, we 220 

extrapolated channel width based on stream order (Strahler, 1957) and altitude classes (Table S2). 221 

The stream network and channel widths were used to define intersections and connectivity 222 

between the hillslopes processes and the streams, to estimate the bank erosion prone areas 223 

(sections 3.3 and 3.4) and to assign values of instream dead wood volumes (section 3.2.3).  224 

 225 

3.2.2 SilvaProtect-CH and the identification of landslide and debris flow 226 

trajectories 227 

For the modelling of the two recruitment process categories landslide and debris flow, both 228 

GIS models used the SilvaProtect-CH dataset from Losey and Wehrli (2013). As part of the 229 

SilvaProtect-CH project, several natural hazard processes were modelled over the entire Swiss 230 

territory using partly physically-based models. As a result, process trajectories that describe the 231 

topographic flow path and runout distances (from starting to deposition zone) of the investigated 232 

natural hazard processes were readily available (details are provided in the supplementary 233 

material). These trajectories were processed further to identify potential recruitment areas of LW 234 

supply (sections 3.3. and 3.4). 235 

 236 

3.2.3 Forest density and instream wood load 237 

The density of living trees in Swiss forests [m3 ha-1] was derived from a Swiss nationwide 238 

raster map with an original resolution of 25 x 25 m (rescaled to 1 x 1 m; Figure 2). The raster map 239 

is based on a growing stock model developed by Ginzler et al. (2019) that quantifies forest density 240 

in relation to tree height (based on airborne stereo imagery), canopy cover, topographic position 241 

index, mean summer temperature and elevation. The EGA and FGA models further consider an 242 

estimate of deadwood on the forest floor [m3 ha-1] (i.e., equal to 5% of living trees density) based 243 

on empirical data of the Swiss National Forest Inventory (NFI; WSL, 2016).  244 
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 245 
Figure 2: Example of the wood stock raster map in the Grosse Melchaa catchment near Stöckalp 246 

(Canton Obwalden). Background: Digital terrain model (hillshade), © swisstopo. 247 
 248 

Additionally, instream wood loads were included in the calculations, accounting for 249 

potential LW volumes from accumulated deadwood in the channel. Detailed information on wood 250 

loads across the stream network was not available, so based on a literature review by Rickli and 251 

Bucher (2006) and Ruiz-Villanueva et al. (2016), volumes of instream wood were assigned to the 252 

different streams grouped by channel width (EGA) or by stream order (FGA) classes (see 253 

following sections). 254 

  255 
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3.3 The empirical GIS approach (EGA) 256 

Debris flow and landslide trajectories from SilvaProtect-CH were constrained by 257 

intersection with the stream network and forest cover. Only landslide trajectories with starting 258 

points within a 50-m distance from the stream network were considered. This limitation was 259 

supported by the landslide database of Rickli et al. (2016) where 44 % of all documented 260 

landslides showed a runout distance of less than 50 m (around 80 % are within a distance of 261 

100 m). For each scenario (section 3.5), different buffer widths wb were applied on both sides of 262 

the relevant debris flow and landslide trajectories (i.e., medium scenario: wb = 5 m; large scenario: 263 

wb = 10 m; very large scenario: wb = 15 m). The buffer widths were chosen in ranges according 264 

to the Swiss landslide database (Rickli et al., 2016). Potential recruitment areas were finally 265 

extracted as the overlap of the buffered trajectories with the forest layer. 266 

The extent of bank erosion in EGA was assumed to be proportional to the given channel 267 

width. Scenario-specific erosion width factors ew (i.e., a multiple of the channel width) were 268 

empirically derived from observations after the well-documented August 2005 flood in 269 

Switzerland, for which a large dataset was analysed and made available (Bachmann Walker, 2012; 270 

Hunzinger and Durrer, 2008). Scenario-specific erosion width factors were ew = 1.5 for the 271 

medium scenario, ew = 3 for the large scenario, and ew = 4.5 for the very large scenario. The 272 

resulting buffer widths were added to the original channel width. Potential recruitment areas due 273 

to bank erosion were finally extracted as the overlap of the buffered stream network with the 274 

forest layer. 275 

The estimation of previously stored wood load within the river network (i.e., instream 276 

deadwood) was based on empirical values of wood storage per stream hectare. Rickli et al. (2018) 277 

documented instream wood storage for ten reaches in Swiss torrents. This database was 278 

complemented with 39 additional values from various other European rivers, based on a literature 279 

review by Ruiz-Villanueva et al. (2016), in order to have reliable derivations. Finally, we assigned 280 

wood load values into three channel width classes (i.e., <5 m = 94 m3·ha-1; 5-10 m = 67 m3·ha-1; 281 

>10 m = 42 m3·ha-1). 282 
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Potential source areas from different recruitment processes may partly overlap. For this 283 

reason, a priority sequence was determined so that such overlapping areas were not counted more 284 

than once. This was defined according to the following principle: The closer to the channel a 285 

recruitment process occurs, the higher the priority: instream wood > debris flow > bank erosion 286 

> landslide. For example, overlapping areas of debris flows and bank erosion were assigned to 287 

the process area debris flow.  288 

Potential recruitment areas were finally used to calculate the potential LW supply Vpot by 289 

multiplying the process areas with the respective forest density (for debris flows, landslides, and 290 

bank erosion) or wood load (for instream deadwood). From the resulting potential LW supply, 291 

the actual LW supply Vest was estimated. To do so, volume reduction factors f were used, which 292 

assumed different values depending on the recruitment process and scenario of process magnitude 293 

(Table 2). The volume reduction factors were empirically determined with three different 294 

approaches (Steeb et al., 2019b): 1) Comparison with literature data, including values from other 295 

studies and models that proposed reduction factors; 2) comparison of potential vs. observed 296 

recruitment areas; and 3) comparison of estimated vs. observed wood volumes in well 297 

documented catchments during the 2005 flood (see the five blue catchments in Figure 3). 298 

Values of observed LW supply volumes and recruitment areas together with the associated 299 

catchment and flood specific parameters were taken from a complementary empirical dataset that 300 

was also part of the WoodFlow research program. In total, the LW database consisted of 210 data 301 

entries. Most entries (171) refer to events in Switzerland. Also included are flood events from 302 

Japan, Italy, Germany and France (Steeb et al., 2019a). 303 

  304 
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Table 2: Overview of volume reduction factors f, classified by scenario and recruitment 305 
processes. 306 

Scenario Instream wood Debris flow Bank erosion Landslide 

Medium 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.01 

Large 0.30 0.10 0.10 0.05 

Very large 0.70 0.30 0.20 0.10 

 307 

The EGA model has been originally developed with ArcGIS 10.1 (©ESRI) and updated 308 

with ArcGIS 10.8 (©ESRI). The toolbox is freely available for download on the website 309 

www.woodflow.ch. 310 

 311 

3.4 The Fuzzy-Logic GIS approach (FGA) 312 

The areas prone to landslides and debris flows were defined based on the linear trajectories 313 

provided by the SilvaProtect-CH database. To transform these lines into areas (i.e., pixels, as the 314 

FGA is entirely raster based), the density of the lines was used to classify the terrain into three 315 

intensity scenarios (section 3.5). High trajectory density was assumed to represent areas that are 316 

more prone to landslides or debris flows, more likely of a higher frequency and therefore, lower 317 

magnitude. Low trajectory density was assumed to represent areas that are less prone to mass 318 

movements, more likely affected by higher magnitude and thus lower frequency events. The 319 

thresholds to classify the three areas was based on four natural breaks (Figure S1A in 320 

supplementary material). In the case of mass movements, the delivery of wood to the stream 321 

network depends not only on the area of the landslide, but also on its connectivity to the channel 322 

(Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2014c). Once the trajectories were converted to density pixels, the 323 

connectivity between these pixels and the stream network was established for landslide-prone 324 

pixels, as a function of both the distance to the channel and the terrain slope. In addition, a buffer 325 

area of influence was also established around these areas, to include toppled trees that may be 326 

recruited indirectly by the action of landslides. Trees located in a landslide-prone pixel or in the 327 
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toppling influence area (defined as a buffer equal two times the mean tree high; here 100 m), may 328 

reach the channel if they were close enough (Euclidean distance to channel network < 50 m) or 329 

further away (Euclidean distance up to 100 m) but on a steep slope (>40%;). In the case of debris 330 

flows, all pixels were assumed to be connected to the stream network. 331 

Areas prone to bank erosion were computed based on channel sinuosity and gradient (as 332 

proxies for channel lateral migration and transport capacity; Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2014c), the 333 

channel width and a defined width ratio. The width ratio was used to estimate the potential 334 

resulting channel width after bank erosion during floods. It was calculated analysing an European 335 

database (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., in prep.), including several rivers and flood events in 336 

Switzerland and other 6 countries, and three scenarios were defined for different channel width 337 

classes (9 classes ranging from < 3 to > 50 m). The stream network provided by the 338 

ecomorphology database (section 3.2.1) was grouped by the channel width classes considered and 339 

the width ratio was assigned to estimate the resulting potential erodible width for each stream 340 

segment (Figure S1). The width ratio (ranging between 1 and 4) generally increases with scenario 341 

intensity and decreasing channel width. The resulting buffers were transformed to pixels and the 342 

final pixels prone to bank erosion were assigned based on channel sinuosity and gradient. Stream 343 

segments characterized with high sinuosity and high gradient were assumed to be more prone to 344 

bank erosion. 345 

The described variables (i.e., landslide prone areas, connectivity, debris flow prone areas, 346 

bank erosion prone areas, sinuosity and gradient) were transformed to fuzzy sets using the Fuzzy 347 

Membership tool initially developed in ArcGIS 10.1 and updated to ArcGIS 10.7 (©ESRI) with 348 

a linear membership function. The resulting converted fuzzy variables were combined (e.g., 349 

landslides prone pixels and connectivity; sinuosity and gradient) with the Fuzzy Overlay tool 350 

(©ESRI). As a result, all pixels were transformed to fuzzy values ranging from 0 to 1; they were 351 

then used to compute the volume of wood by multiplying the fuzzy pixel value by the forest 352 

density pixel value (section 3.2.3). In case of overlaping pixels, priority was given to areas prone 353 

to debris flows, then bank erosion and finally landslides (as in the EGA approach). The final 354 
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calculation considered also the accumulated wood load within the river network, but applying a 355 

slightly different approach than for the EGA. This was estimated by assigning wood load values 356 

based on the literature (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2016) to the different river segments grouped by 357 

stream order classes following the approach of Wohl (2017) (i.e., < 3 stream order: 60 m3·ha-1; 358 

between 3 and 6 order: 120 m3·ha-1; > 6 order: 50 m3·ha-1) and multiplied by fuzzy layers. 359 

 360 

3.5 Model scenarios definition 361 

Three different scenarios were designed to estimate supplied wood volumes, based on a 362 

qualitative assessment of the frequency and intensity of the wood recruitment processes involved. 363 

These scenarios are called: medium scenario (medium-to-high frequency and intermediate 364 

magnitude), large scenario (relatively low frequency and medium-to-high magnitude), and very 365 

large scenario (very low frequency and very high magnitude). 366 

Most of the documented floods with LW occurrence that were used to validate the GIS 367 

models had a precipitation and/or peak runoff return period of 50-150 years, which was assigned 368 

to the large volume scenario. The other two scenarios refer to approximate return periods and 369 

were determined using ad hoc volume reduction factors (EGA) or the fuzzy logic rules (FGA), 370 

because they could not be quantified more precisely due to a lack of data.  371 

In addition to the estimated supplied wood volumes for each scenario, a potential wood 372 

volume was also computed. The potential volume was assumed to be the maximum wood volume 373 

supplied at the catchment scale, computed without any reduction by a coefficient (EGA) or by the 374 

fuzzy logic values (FGA). 375 

  376 
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3.6 Test catchments 377 

In the 40 catchments analysed in this work (Figure 3), considerable amounts of LW were 378 

recruited and transported during past floods, and the resulting LW volumes were well documented 379 

(mainly from the August 2005 flood; Rickli et al. 2018 and Steeb et al., 2017b). Table S1 in the 380 

supplementary material provides an overview of the 40 test catchments and their characteristics.  381 

 382 

Figure 3: Location of the 40 test catchments (orange; with many nested sub-catchments). The 383 
five catchments in blue (Chiene, Chirel, Grosse Melchaa, Landquart, Kleine Emme) were used to 384 
calibrate the volume reduction factors from the EGA approach so that the estimated supplied wood 385 
was in the same order of magnitude as the observed values from past flood events. 386 
  387 
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3.7. Model results analysis 388 

Model results were first compared to observed wood volumes during floods, and then 389 

analysed in terms of (modelled) wood volumes per scenario, potential wood volume, wood 390 

volume supplied by different recruitment or supply processes (i.e., landslides, debris flows and 391 

bank erosion), and the estimated instream wood volume.  392 

Statistical analyses were realized with the software RStudioVersion 2021.9.0.351 (R Studio 393 

Team, 2021). Differences between the two models and between them and the available 394 

observations were analysed in terms of mean values, standard deviation (SD) and root mean 395 

square error (RMSE), and tested by the nonparametric Wilcox (Mann‐Whitney) or Kruskal‐396 

Wallis tests for two or more groups respectively (Stats package; R Core Team, 2019). Differences 397 

in the distributions of observed versus estimated wood supply volumes (‘large’ scenario) were 398 

tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. Significance was set to a p value <0.05. The 399 

dependence of wood volume on catchment controlling variables was verified by means of scatter 400 

plots, regression analysis and correlation (ggally package; Schloerke et al., 2021). 401 

  402 
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4 RESULTS 403 

4.1 Comparison between model outputs and model approaches 404 

(EGA/FGA) 405 

The two GIS approaches provide geospatial outputs – EGA in the form of feature class 406 

polygons and the FGA in pixel-based raster files – that can be visualized on a map, as shown in 407 

Figure 4. Potential recruitment areas for debris flow, landslide and bank erosion are generally 408 

larger for EGA, i.e., the defined EGA buffer widths provide more supply-prone areas than the 409 

respective combination of FGA fuzzy layers within the same perimeter. 410 

 411 

Figure 4: Large volume scenario comparison of model outputs from EGA (left) and FGA (right) 412 
at the Spiggebach torrent within the Chiene river catchment (Canton Bern). Potential recruitment 413 
areas are shown for landslides (orange), debris flows (red), and bank erosion (dark blue). The stream 414 
network (light blue) includes also instream wood loads. Background: Digital terrain model 415 
(hillshade), © swisstopo.  416 
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The estimated supply and potential wood volumes for the three scenarios and the two models 417 

are shown in Figure 5 together with the available observations. The comparison between modelled 418 

and observed wood volumes is presented in section 4.3, the focus here is on differences between 419 

the two models. In general terms, Figure 5a highlights that the estimated supply wood volumes 420 

for each scenario were larger when computed by the FGA and lower by the EGA. For example, 421 

for the medium scenario, the averaged wood volumes were 994 m3 and 3318 m3 for EGA and 422 

FGA, respectively. The differences were slightly reduced for the other two scenarios, for which 423 

volumes equal to 7127 m3, 17353 m3, 8199 m3 and 19712 m3 were obtained (for the large and 424 

very large scenarios and the EGA and FGA, respectively; Table 3).  425 

The variation in estimated wood supply is similarly high for both models, as shown by the 426 

statistical values in Table 3. Except for the maximum value of the ‘very large’ scenario, FGA has 427 

generally slightly larger percentile values. The standard deviation for the ‘large’ scenario is 20260 428 

for EGA, and 20792 for FGA. The estimated wood supply volumes of EGA and FGA correlate 429 

well with only narrow scattering (Figure S6A), and the residuals increase similarly with 430 

increasing catchment size (Figure S6B). 431 

 432 

 433 

Figure 5: Boxplots of wood supply (a) and potential (b) volume (m3) estimated by the two models 434 
EGA and FGA, and the three scenarios (i.e., medium, large, very large). “Observed” refers to the 435 
reported LW volumes after flood events (n=40; shown in grey colour), in most cases equivalent to the 436 
large scenario. 437 
  438 
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Table 3: Statistical values of observed and estimated LW supply volumes for the three scenarios 439 
(i.e., medium, large, and very large) and the two models (i.e., EGA and FGA) for all studied 440 
catchments. “Observed” refers to the reported LW volumes after flood events, in most cases 441 
equivalent to the large scenario. 442 

Wood supply volume [m3] 
 Observe

d 

EGA FGA 

 Mediu
m Large Very 

large  Medium Large Very large  

Min.  45 15 106 253  48 141 300  

1st  290 83 475 1378  244 764 2037  

Median  673 329 1562 4189  921 2430 6342  

Mean  1428 994 7127 17353  3318 8199 19712  

3rd  1906 967 5161 12609  2588 6083 15191  

Max.  9741 12757 126648 296893  57152 128575 249256  

Standard deviation (SD)  1927 - 20260 -  - 20792 -  

Root Mean Squared Error 
(RMSE)  -  20225 -  - 21052 -  

 443 

Significantly higher values were computed for the large and very large scenarios compared 444 

to the medium scenarios, with a similar pattern shown by the two models. Larger differences were 445 

observed when comparing the estimated potential volumes (Figure 5b and Table 4). In this case 446 

the EGA resulted in much higher values than the FGA (especially for medium and large 447 

scenarios), which is a result of much larger potential recruitment areas (Figure 4) Accordingly, 448 

the percentile values of EGA potential LW supply volumes show more variability. Figure S3 449 

shows that for EGA, the estimated LW supply volume corresponds to 8 % of the potential wood 450 

supply volume on average. In the case of FGA, this ratio varies much more with an average of 451 

47 %. 452 

 453 

Table 4: Potential LW supply volumes for the three scenarios (i.e., medium, large, and very 454 
large) and the two models (i.e., EGA and FGA) for all studied catchments. 455 

Potential 
wood volume 

[m3] 
EGA FGA 

 Medium Large Very large Medium Large Very large 

Min. 807 1289 1601 76 305 811 

1st 3529 4949 6000 613 2203 5341 

Median 13226 17579 21619 1965 5774 15965 

Mean 58664 86984 105723 5961 16173 52995 

3rd 37672 59612 74948 4207 10665 41066 

Max. 1011306 1534850 1866295 100165 231336 632151 

  456 
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4.2 Contribution from different supply processes 457 

The main difference between the two models was the estimated contribution from each 458 

supply process to the obtained wood volume. Landslides were the dominant process in the case 459 

of the EGA, with a contribution up to more than 60% of the computed wood volume (for the large 460 

scenario); whereas bank erosion was the predominant process in the FGA model for all scenarios 461 

(Figure 6). Debris flows played an intermediate role in supplying wood according to the two 462 

models; however, the importance of this process varied depending on the scenario. For the 463 

medium scenario, the EGA model showed a similar percentage of averaged wood supplied by 464 

landslides and debris flows. The FGA, contrastingly, computed most of the averaged wood 465 

volume supplied by bank erosion, and only a low percentage of wood supplied by landslides and 466 

debris flows. Only for the very large scenario, the importance of landslides, in terms of percentage 467 

of supplied wood, equalled or even exceeded, the volume estimated from bank erosion with the 468 

FGA. 469 

 470 

Figure 6: Large wood volumes supplied by each process, model, and scenario averaged for all 471 
40 study sites. 472 

 473 

The difference between the contribution of each process to the estimated volumes is clearly 474 

shown in Figure 7 and 8 (with FGA resulting in generally higher volumes than EGA). The graph 475 

illustrates that statistically significant differences were found between the computed supply wood 476 
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volumes by the two models and by bank erosion process. The median wood supply values (see 477 

black lines within boxplots of Figure 7) are about a factor of 1000 and 10 larger for the FGA than 478 

for the EGA, and for the medium and large scenarios respectively. This explains the relative 479 

dominance of bank erosion for the FGA (see also Figure 8), for the medium and large scenario. 480 

The wood volumes supplied by the other processes were not significantly different between the 481 

two models. Only the estimated instream wood volume for the medium scenario showed a 482 

significant difference between the EGA and the FGA, with larger volumes computed by the latter. 483 

 484 

 485 

Figure 7: Wood volumes supply estimated for landslides, debris flows, bank erosion, and 486 
estimated supplied instream wood by the two models and the three scenarios. The p-value is from the 487 
Wilcoxon test (significant values shown in bold).  488 
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However, the contribution of each process to the computed wood volume did not only vary 489 

according to the model, but also according to the site. Figure 8 shows a selected sub-dataset of 490 

catchments with different drainage areas, revealing the large variability of the dominant wood 491 

supply process, and the dominance of different processes over the others in the two models. In 492 

general, the FGA approach shows a larger contribution from landslides and debris flows in smaller 493 

catchments, while landslides are the major contributor to wood supply regardless the catchment 494 

size for the EGA. Bank erosion is a minor contributor to the estimated supply in EGA for most 495 

sites and irrespective of the scenario used. However, bank erosion is the most relevant process for 496 

the FGA, which is clearly illustrated by the Kleine Emme River catchment, the largest of the study 497 

sites of the dataset, for which the FGA estimates the largest contribution by this process. The 498 

EGA model, on the other hand, estimated a larger contribution from landslides for this site.  499 

The proportion of instream wood loads remains constant, independent of catchment size (2-500 

13 % of total wood supply). The contribution of debris flows and landslides are highly variable 501 

depending on topography, and can be dominant for small (e.g., Secklisbach) or large catchments 502 

(e.g., Grosse Melchaa or Chirel). 503 

 504 

Figure 8: Percentage of wood volume supplied by each process, model, and scenario for selected 505 
studied sites, the names and catchment area in (km2) are provided in the abscissa. 506 
  507 
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4.3 Estimated and observed wood volumes 508 

The comparison between observed LW volumes Vobs and estimated (modelled) LW volumes 509 

Vest are shown in Figure 9a. There is a relatively large scattering when comparing observed and 510 

estimated wood loads. Both under- and overestimation of Vobs are observed for both models, with 511 

a larger tendency for overestimation. Overestimation remains generally within two orders of 512 

magnitude (typically higher values for FGA), underestimation within one order of magnitude 513 

(typically lower values for EGA). 514 

Figure 9b further shows the ratio of Vest/Vobs vs. catchment area. Both under- and 515 

overestimation of Vobs are present over >2 order of magnitude for all catchment areas. However, 516 

in general, overestimation increases with increasing catchment size for both models. There is a 517 

shift around a catchment area of 7 km2, above which overestimation is significantly larger (with 518 

a factor of >10). In catchments with areas less than 7 km2, estimated wood supply is generally 519 

underestimated (see dashed line in Figure 9b). 520 

 521 

 522 

Figure 9: Left: Modelled LW Vest (large scenario) versus observed wood volume Vobs during past 523 
events. The black line shows the line of equality (1:1 line). Right: Ratio of Vest/Vobs versus catchment 524 
area. 525 

 526 

This tendency of overestimation with increasing catchment size can also be explained by 527 

comparing the ratio of observed and potential wood volume Vobs/Vpot versus catchment area 528 

(Figure 10a). With increasing catchment size, there is a trend of decreasing ratio values of 529 

Vobs/Vpot. This means in larger catchments, the volume reduction factors (FGA) and the fuzzy rules 530 

a b 
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(FGA) are often not small enough to reduce the wood potential accordingly, creating 531 

overestimation of wood volumes (Vest > Vobs). 532 

Since potential wood volumes are much higher for EGA (Table 4 & Figure 5b), the ratio of 533 

Vobs/Vpot is also much smaller in case of EGA (almost one order of magnitude difference as shown 534 

in Figure 10b). For FGA few examples (i.e., six orange dots in Figure 10a) exist for which the 535 

potential wood volume is even smaller than the observed wood volume (Vobs/Vpot > 1). 536 

 537 

Figure 10: Ratio of observed wood volumes and potential wood volumes computed by the two 538 
models for all sites and their catchment areas. The grey rectangle shows the reduction factor range 539 
used for EGA computations. 540 
 541 

A statistically different distribution could only be observed for the FGA compared to the 542 

observed values. The comparison between the values obtained by the EGA and those observed, 543 

and between the values obtained by EGA and those obtained by FGA, showed no significantly 544 

different distributions (Table S3). This outcome is also illustrated in the histograms of Figure S7. 545 

  546 
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5 DISCUSSION 547 

5.1 Major differences between the two models and remaining challenges 548 

Both the EGA and FGA are based on a similar general concept, were fed with similar input 549 

data (e.g., stream network, forest density, areas affected by landslides and debris flows) and run 550 

with defined equivalent scenarios which made the comparison possible. However, there are also 551 

some methodological differences that resulted in different model outputs. Here we describe them, 552 

while in the following section we discuss our results comparing them to current knowledge and 553 

other existing methodologies. 554 

The most relevant difference between the EGA and FGA is the approach to define the areas 555 

affected by bank erosion, thus the contribution of this recruitment process and the estimated 556 

wood supply volumes. EGA uses buffers around the stream network computed for each scenario 557 

with one specific width factor, independent of the original channel width. The resulting buffer 558 

widths were added on both sides of the original channel width (section 3.3). FGA also assigned 559 

scenario-specific buffers, computed with width ratios that vary according to nine channel width 560 

classes (Figure S1). Half of the resulting buffer widths were added on both side of the original 561 

channel width. As a result, potential bank erosion recruitment areas are generally larger for EGA 562 

than for FGA. However, the reduction factors used for the EGA assumed that between 5% and 563 

20% of the potential wood volume within these areas contribute to the estimated wood supply, 564 

which resulted in a much lower estimated wood volume. In the case of the FGA, the entire forested 565 

area identified as prone to bank erosion along the river network is contributing to wood supply 566 

and the volume is reduced based on fuzzy logic pixel values (computed based on sinuosity and 567 

channel slope, and going up to 30% of the potential), which resulted in a much larger volume. 568 

This difference is particularly relevant for the medium scenario, for which the bank erosion width 569 

identified by both models are quite similar, but the resulted wood volumes significantly differ 570 

(e.g., average wood volume equal to 114 and 2613 m3 for EGA and FGA respectively for all 571 

sites). Moreover, the erodibility of the channel banks was not considered in the models. Anthropic 572 

elements such as bank protection, check-dams, and bridges or the presence of bedrock may limit 573 
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bank erosion and widening, and thus wood supply. This information was not available at the 574 

required resolution and spatial scale for the catchments analysed, and could therefore not be 575 

included. This also results in an overestimation of the computed wood volumes due to bank 576 

erosion, which may be more relevant in the FGA than in the EGA (for which the volume reduction 577 

coefficient could be more easily adjusted).  578 

As shown in section 4.2, landslides are the dominant recruitment process in the case of the 579 

EGA, whereas bank erosion is the predominant process in the FGA model. In both models, for 580 

landslides and debris flows, the input data were the trajectories from the SilvaProtect-CH 581 

database, but the EGA applies an expert-based buffer for each scenario to those trajectories, while 582 

the FGA groups them in three classes according to their density. In addition, the fuzzy 583 

connectivity applied in the FGA further reduces the areas identified as prone to mass movements 584 

(only for landslides). This hillslope-channel network connectivity is another methodological 585 

difference between the two models. In EGA, as a proxy for connectivity, only landslide 586 

trajectories within 50 m distance from the stream network were considered. FGA considers 587 

connectivity as a function of both the distance to the channel and the terrain slope (as used by 588 

Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2014c). Noteworthy, both models use Euclidean distance, but no 589 

geomorphometric measures (e.g., steepest downslope direction) as often used to assess sediment 590 

connectivity (e.g., Cavalli et al., 2013). 591 

The EGA generally produces much larger potential recruitment areas for landslides and 592 

computes larger wood supplied by landslides than the FGA, for all three scenarios. For the FGA, 593 

landslides are minor supplier of wood for the medium and large scenarios, while their contribution 594 

for the very large volume scenarios significantly increases.  595 

Existing observations show that mass wasting processes, such as debris flows and landslides, 596 

often are the most relevant recruitment processes in smaller headwater catchments (e.g., Rigon et 597 

al., 2012; Hassan et al., 2016; Seo et al., 2010). In contrast, (lateral) bank erosion is often prevalent 598 

farther downstream in larger mountain or lowland rivers, resulting in large volumes of LW supply 599 

by this fluvial recruitment process. This was observed after the large flood in 2005 in Switzerland 600 
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(Steeb et al., 2017b), the large flood in the Magra River catchment in Italy in 2011 (Lucía et al., 601 

2015c; Comiti et al., 2016) and along the Emme river catchment in 2014 (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 602 

2018). In smaller streams, bank erosion and channel widening can also be significant, especially 603 

in natural reaches (no stream regulation works), as seen after severe flash floods in Braunsbach, 604 

Germany in 2016 (Lucía et al., 2018). In most of these cases, only a small proportion (<30%) of 605 

the total recruited wood was supplied by mass wasting processes, and the majority of the supply 606 

was due to bank erosion and channel widening along the river network. 607 

Such catchment size-specific trends of dominant recruitment processes are not clearly 608 

prevalent in the model results of EGA and FGA. Generally, the variability in the recruitment 609 

processes and thus in the wood supply is very large, both in empirical data as well as in modelling 610 

results, highlighting the importance of other catchment- and event-specific characteristics. The 611 

relationship of estimated LW supply with catchment characteristics is shown in supplementary 612 

material Figure S2. The highest correlation is seen for forested stream length that can be 613 

interpreted as a proxy for potential supply volume for bank erosion. High correlations also exist 614 

for Melton ratio and relief ratio, both surrogates for watershed slope, a factor that is directly 615 

related to stream power and debris flow and landslide propensity. In general, Vobs from EGA 616 

shows slightly higher correlations (R2) with catchments characteristics than FGA. More research 617 

is needed to better understand wood recruitment processes and to improve predictive models on 618 

a physical basis. This will help to determine where and how likely mass wasting (landslides) or 619 

bank erosion could occur.  620 

The results in section 4.3 indicate that there is both under- and overestimation of wood supply 621 

volumes. As shown in Figure S4, potential LW supply Vpot generally increases with catchment 622 

size. During a convective storm event, often only a part of the catchment is affected, and therefore 623 

geomorphologically active, so that LW supply may easily be overestimated (Vest > Vobs). In 624 

smaller catchments and torrents, sporadic recruitment processes such as landslides or debris flows 625 

can dominate and deliver large amounts of wood at once, so that wood supply may be 626 

underestimated by our models (Vest < Vobs).  627 
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Another important aspect regarding the overestimation of the calculated wood volumes by 628 

the FGA and EGA is the assumption that the estimated volumes are supplied and exported to the 629 

outlet of the catchment, which may not be the case if the wood is being deposited along the way. 630 

The models do not consider the transfer of the wood along the river network (as, for example, in 631 

the approaches of Franceschi et al., 2019 or Zischg et al., 2018). 632 

A less relevant difference between the models, and in terms of the total contribution to the 633 

wood volume estimations, is the approach used to assign previously deposited instream wood 634 

loads. The EGA assignes instream wood load values into three channel width classes (section 635 

3.3), whereas FGA assignes wood load values into three stream order classes (section 3.4). The 636 

main divergence comes from the assumption that the smaller channels contain the largest instream 637 

wood load for the EGA (following observations in 10 small mountain streams in Switzerland 638 

from Rickli et al., 2018), while the FGA assumes that larger loads are present in medium order 639 

channels (as proposed by Wohl, 2017). Despite the different approaches, both models used 640 

empirical data from Ruiz-Villanueva at al. (2016) to assign volumes, and the resulting wood load 641 

volumes were only significantly different in the case of the medium scenario (Figure 7). 642 

These differences in the methodologies result in differences in the outcomes, in terms of the 643 

potential and estimated wood supply. The EGA generally produced larger potential recruitment 644 

areas. The volume reduction factors applied in EGA are, however, on average much smaller than 645 

the respective fuzzy-logic values created in FGA (Figure S3). As a result, estimated wood supply 646 

is generally larger for FGA, as shown in section 4.1. For our test catchments, the application of 647 

simple empirical volume reduction factors as part of the EGA model has proven to be similarly 648 

accurate in estimating LW volumes, in comparison with a spatially explicit approach such as the 649 

FGA model. Still, both the expert-based buffer widths and the reduction factors were defined for 650 

the test catchments and validated for similar catchments located in the Alps and pre-Alps, and so 651 

they should be carefully tested if applied to other rivers with different characteristics. The fuzzy 652 

logic approach indirectly includes this uncertainty or imprecise information (i.e., buffer widths 653 

and volume reduction factors), and allows being computed without prior existing observations or 654 
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knowledge. In both cases, the two models may over- or underestimate the wood volumes, but 655 

allow reliable computation of wood supply volumes at the catchment scale and for three scenarios. 656 

 657 

5.2 Qualitative comparison of EGA and FGA with other similar 658 

approaches 659 

As described in the introduction, only a few approaches have been proposed to compute 660 

wood supply at the catchment scale considering different recruitment processes (e.g., landslides, 661 

debris flows, bank erosion). Most of the model frameworks described in section 2, particularly 662 

those based on GIS and geoprocessing (e.g., Mazzorana et al., 2009), do not attempt to simulate 663 

the actual recruitment processes, but use existing information on areas susceptible to certain 664 

processes (like the EGA and FGA) from hazard maps or other sources or apply expert-based 665 

buffers (like the EGA). Most existing models simulate only one recruitment process explicitly, 666 

i.e., landslides or bank erosion (Lucía et al., 2015a; Cislaghi et al., 2018; Zischg et al., 2018; 667 

Gasser et al.; 2018, 2020), and a few consider mass movements and fluvial processes (e.g., 668 

Franceschi et al.,2019). Yet, a model that simulates coupled processes to compute wood supply 669 

is still lacking. In existing approaches, physically based models are combined with empirical 670 

approaches to identify recruitment areas from one single process and compute wood supply at the 671 

catchment scale. Still, these models require additional input data, such as precipitation, discharge, 672 

soil characteristics etc., which is usually not available or challenging to obtained at the desired 673 

resolution. In addition, they are much more expensive in terms of computational time, which 674 

limits their application to larger areas. Therefore, there is a gap between the current state-of-the-675 

art of geomorphic process modelling and wood recruitment and supply estimation.  676 

Moreover, the majority of existing models used to predict wood supply are deterministic, 677 

in that they do not consider the natural process variability and parameter uncertainties. Only the 678 

fuzzy logic approach (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2014c; Ruiz-Villanueva and Stoffel, 2018) 679 

indirectly considers uncertainty, but it does not represent a description of the physical supply 680 

processes. A few stochastic models have been proposed (e.g., Bragg, 2000; Eaton et al., 2012; 681 
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Gregory et al., 2003) to simulate wood recruitment, but they were designed to work at the scale 682 

of the river reach only. At the catchment scale, a probabilistic multi-dimensional approach has 683 

recently been proposed (Cislaghi et al., 2018) to study wood sources from hillslopes, modelling 684 

areas susceptible to landslides, but it neglects other processes such as bank erosion. The latter 685 

process has been considered in one of the most recent studies on LW (Gasser et al., 2020).  686 

On the other hand, empirical estimation formulas (e.g., Steeb, 2018; Rickenmann, 1997; 687 

Uchiogi et al., 1996) are easier and faster to apply to estimate LW supply. However, they provide 688 

only an estimate for the whole catchment under investigation, without any spatial differentiation. 689 

EGA and FGA, on the other hand, support a comprehensive spatial overview and direct attention 690 

to areas in which a more precise assessment of the instream wood situation is necessary, e.g., 691 

through field surveys or expert assessments. Figure S5 shows that the EGA and FGA modelling 692 

results approximately correspond to the 50-90% relation between Vobs and catchment area as 693 

described with the empirical formula of Steeb (2018). 694 

 695 

5.3 Uncertainty in the observed and modelled LW volumes 696 

The two GIS approaches presented here yielded similar orders of magnitude of LW supply 697 

for a given catchment and for the three designed scenarios. Still, several uncertainties associated 698 

with the estimation of LW supply remain, and they are not just related to the obtained results and 699 

the applied methodologies, but also to the available observations (coming from surveys after flood 700 

events) used for calibration and validation. 701 

The observed wood volumes Vobs were compiled mostly from technical reports of post-702 

event analyses, and these values might be in some cases only rough estimates, with a considerable 703 

uncertainty. LW volumes were estimated based on LW deposits and piles in the field, for which 704 

the volume and the corresponding wood content (or pore volume, respectively) must be estimated. 705 

The assessment of the wood volume of such accumulations might be challenging and uncertainty 706 

might be high (Spreitzer et al., 2020; Thevenet et al., 1998). Some of the observed wood volumes 707 
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Vobs were also determined based on forest loss areas, for which a pre-event forest density value W 708 

must be assumed. In the analysis made with the GIS models, the forest density raster map of 709 

Ginzler et al. (2019) was used, which may differ from values used during the post event surveys. 710 

Furthermore, the time gap between a LW transporting flood event and the survey year on which 711 

the forest density map is derived from, needs to be accounted for. Depending on this relationship, 712 

wood volumes may be underestimated (i.e., survey year after flood event) or overestimated (i.e., 713 

survey year before flood event). This circumstance could also explain why in some cases of the 714 

FGA calculations the potential wood volume is even smaller than the observed wood volume 715 

(Vobs/Vpot > 1; see Figure 10a). This discrepancy appeared mostly in one large catchment (i.e., 716 

Chirel) and its subcatchments (i.e., Fildrich, Goldbach, Rütigrabe), and could be related to the 717 

forest density data used to compute the wood supply volumes, which was computed with the 718 

forest after the large flood in 2005. 719 

The observations we used remain a unique and extensive dataset (Steeb et al., 2019a), 720 

which allowed us to parametrize the models more accurately. The EGA uses empirical volume 721 

reduction factors that were derived from this dataset for the conversion of Vpot to Vest. In case of 722 

debris flows, for example, the volume reduction factors f also rely on an event analysis of the 723 

August 2005 flood in Switzerland by Rickenmann et al. (2008), who showed that, on average, 11-724 

19 % of all torrents in the main investigated mountain river catchments were associated with 725 

debris flow activity. This percentage range was used to define the reduction factors as shown in 726 

Table 2. This highlights the importance of in-depth post flood event analyses, as these provide 727 

valuable empirical datasets that can be used to validate and further develop models to estimate 728 

supplied LW volumes. The application of models should not replace field work surveys, but they 729 

should be used in a complementary manner. 730 

Another source of uncertainty is given by the SilvaProtect-CH trajectories. Since their input 731 

data, in particular geology, provide a large-scale representation of natural conditions (see text in 732 

the supplementary material), the SilvaProtect-CH trajectories are best suitable for use on a 733 

catchment-scale range. Furthermore, SilvaProtect-CH trajectories generally result in a pessimistic 734 
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picture under unfavourable conditions (e.g., no consideration of the stabilizing influence of 735 

vegetation cover). As a consequence, only a small part of the trajectories is expected to be active 736 

during rainfall and consequent floods. In addition, the actual run-out zones of mass wasting 737 

processes may often be shorter than the modelled trajectories. 738 

One important limitation of the EGA and FGA models presented in this study is that the 739 

available input forest cover, does not provide any further information about the forest typology, 740 

structure, and species composition. Despite the role that differences in forest may play in 741 

stabilizing the soil and slopes and in influencing bank erosion and hillslope stability (Gasser et 742 

al., 2019), the two methods do not explicitly consider this effect. Moreover, the type, structure 743 

and stage of forest stand control the extent to which trees can be uprooted and recruited and 744 

supplied to rivers (Mazzorana et al., 2009; Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2014c). This aspect was 745 

described as the vegetation resistance defined by Ruiz-Villanueva et al. (2014c) based on the tree 746 

species and forest stage, the structural classification of forested areas made by Blaschke et al. 747 

(2004) and the availability indicator used by Mazzorana et al. (2009). Unlike in the approach used 748 

by Franceschi et al. (2019) or Gasser et al. (2018), who detected individual trees from high-749 

resolution LiDAR data, in our case there was no information available with the spatial resolution 750 

required to take account for the dimensions, proportion of different species, the stage (e.g., 751 

remnant or reforested) or the age of the forest stand. Neglecting the different response of different 752 

forest types may result in an overestimation of supplied volumes. 753 

As discussed above, modelling and quantification of wood supply volumes is characterised 754 

by many uncertainties. After all, the two models presented in this study allow quantifying the 755 

magnitude of the expected LW supply, thus further expert judgement and knowledge of local 756 

(geomorphic) characteristics is required to adequately interpret the results. The ratio between 757 

predicted and observed LW volumes varies by about 1-2 order of magnitudes. For comparison it 758 

is noted that a similar or even larger range of uncertainty can be expected for the estimation of 759 

bedload volumes transported during floods (e.g., Rickenmann and Koschni, 2010). 760 

  761 
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5.4 Implications for hazard assessment and river management 762 

From a practical perspective, geospatial LW modelling results can be used for hazard 763 

assessment, infrastructure design, and the definition of management strategies. From a scientific 764 

perspective, further applications are possible. For example, estimated wood volumes can be 765 

applied as an input for a wood transport model, such as Iber-Wood (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2014a, 766 

2014b, 2015) or other approaches (e.g., Mazzorana et al., 2011), to define realistic boundary 767 

conditions. Furthermore, if no observation data are available for reference, estimated wood 768 

volumes from EGA and FGA can be used to quantify blocking probabilities due to LW at bridge 769 

piers or at other critical cross-section (Schalko, 2019; Schalko et al., 2018; Schmocker and 770 

Weitbrecht, 2013). 771 

As described in section 4.2, the average proportion of instream deadwood (instream wood 772 

load) from the total potential LW supply in the 40 test catchments ranged between 2-13 % (Figure 773 

6). This range is confirmed by other studies and event analyses (Dixon, 2013; Rickli et al., 2018; 774 

Waldner et al., 2009). It can be concluded that instream deadwood generally accounted for only 775 

a small proportion of the total LW transported during past floods in Switzerland. Rather, it is 776 

freshly recruited wood that made up the majority of the transported wood volumes. Deadwood 777 

alone, both on the forest floor and in the channel itself, may therefore only lead to a limited 778 

increase in risk from a natural hazard management perspective. As a consequence, the artificial 779 

removal of deadwood from the stream and its surroundings is not always necessary, keeping in 780 

mind the ecological benefits of instream wood. 781 

EGA and FGA are area-wide products that can be applied in any Swiss catchment. They 782 

use a standardized procedure and nationwide homogeneous data, which facilitates a comparison 783 

between catchments (FOEN, 2019). The methodology is flexible and can be adapted to other 784 

regions outside Switzerland if recruitment processes (especially with regard to SilvaProtect-CH 785 

trajectories) were modelled with more generic approaches. 786 

Both models have already been used by practitioners for some engineering applications. 787 

One limitation that has been identified by some practitioners is the use of licensed software, as 788 
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both EGA and FGA have been developed in ESRI software and require some advanced licenses 789 

that may not always be available to private companies. Future developments may consider the 790 

migration to open-source software. 791 

Furthermore, there is still a need to analyse and model the propagation of LW through the 792 

river network, for example by applying hydraulic modelling (e.g., Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2014) 793 

or the recently proposed network approaches such as those applied to sediment transfer (Finch 794 

and Ruiz-Villanueva, 2022). 795 

The two models presented here correspond to a hazard index mapping in terms of 796 

processing depth and degree of detail for a hazard assessment. The geospatial modelling results 797 

indicate areas of potential LW recruitment, however without precise information on the intensities 798 

occurring or the transfer and propagation through the river network. In contrast, the estimated LW 799 

supply for the large scenario is based on the data of events with a return period of approximately 800 

50 to 150 years. The approach presented here is a useful tool to give a comprehensive overview 801 

and direct attention to areas where a more precise assessment of the LW situation is probably 802 

useful, for example in connection with an estimation of sediment loads in torrents. 803 

 804 

6 CONCLUSIONS 805 

Two GIS-based models are presented in this contribution to identify large wood (LW) 806 

sources and to estimate LW supply to rivers. Both models, called empirical GIS approach (EGA) 807 

and Fuzzy-Logic GIS approach (FGA), consider landslides, debris flows, bank erosion, and 808 

mobilization of instream wood as recruitment processes. The results are volumetric estimates of 809 

LW supply based on three different scenarios of process frequency and magnitude. Results of 810 

model applications to 40 Swiss catchments were used to compare both the two models with each 811 

other and the performance in relation to observed (empirical) LW volumes. Further, a literature 812 

review of existing LW supply models proposed in the last 35 years was conducted, set into context 813 

and remaining challenges were identified.  814 
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EGA shows significantly higher values for potential LW supply. However, after reducing 815 

the potential volume with different methods, estimated LW supply volumes are in the same order 816 

of magnitude for both models, with FGA showing generally somewhat larger values. In case of 817 

EGA, landslides are the dominant recruitment process, whereas bank erosion is dominant for 818 

FGA. Both models show under- and overestimation of observed wood volumes Vobs, with more 819 

tendency for overestimation. Overestimation stays generally within two orders of magnitude 820 

(typically larger values for FGA), underestimation within on order of magnitude (typically 821 

smaller values for EGA). 822 

The modelling and quantification of wood supply volumes is characterised by many 823 

uncertainties. After all, the two models presented in this study allow quantifying the magnitude 824 

of the expected LW supply, thus further expert judgement and knowledge of local (geomorphic) 825 

characteristics is required to adequately interpret such results. LW supply modelling can be 826 

further improved by integrating more physically-based and/or probabilistic inputs for the spatial 827 

identification of recruitment processes. Likewise, the parametrization and validation of LW 828 

supply models remain complex. Post flood event analysis provide valuable empirical datasets that 829 

can be used to validate results and further develop LW supply models that can be useful for hazard 830 

assessment, infrastructure design, and the definition of management strategies.  831 
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